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Supplementary Figure 1: Portion of the CPTAC Study 6C experiment’s chromatogram.
The distinctive saw tooth pattern is indicative of electrospray ionization inefficiency.

Supplementary Note 1- Minus vs. Average Reveals Systematic Bias
Proteomics researchers employ minus vs. average (MA) plots to visually detect systematic bias.
They were originally designed to analyze systematic bias R/G channels in microarray channels2
but later adapted to analyze systematic bias and its correction in quantitative proteomics3,
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(Online Methods). MA plots are essentially a ratio versus intensity ordinate system rescaled and
rotated 45 degrees to allow easier observations of both linear and non-linear trends3. In Figure 3,
locally weighted regression lines are added to the ordinate systems, deviations from M=0
indicate systematic bias.

Supplementary Figure 2: Minus vs. Average plots for four experiments: Instrument
Variability, Sample Variability, Serial Dilution, and CPTAC Study 6 C vs. E.
Each row contains three MA scatter plots with locally weighted regression lines (solid lines) for
an experiment. For each experiment, the first MA plot is the un-normalized data, the second MA
plot is the data normalized by median scale, and the third scatter plot is the data normalized by

PIN. (a-c) MA plots for Instrument Variability experiments. (d-f) MA plots for sample
variability experiments. (g-i) MA plots for Serial Dilution experiments (j-l) MA plots for
CPTAC C vs. E experiments.

Supplementary Note 2- Variables and Equations Used in Analysis

Description

Variable / Equation

Peptide signal index



Run index
Predicted peptide ratio
Total # of runs (replicates)
Total # of peptide signals in run
Measured peptide intensity
Normalized peptide intensity
Average (A in MA transformation)
Minus (M in MA transformation)
MA convoluted peptide intensity
MA de-convolution
Inter-run Mean
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